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Recent studies have highlighted interesting structural properties of empirical cultural states. Such
a state is a collection of vectors of cultural traits of real individuals, based on which one defines a
matrix of similarities between individuals. This study provides further insights about the structure
encoded in these states, using concepts from random matrix theory. For generating random matrices
that are appropriate as a structureless reference, we propose a null model that enforces, on average,
the empirical occurrence frequency of each possible trait. With respect to this null model, the
empirical similarity matrices show deviating eigenvalues, which may be signatures of cultural groups
that might not be recognizable by other means. However, they can conceivably also be artifacts
of arbitrary, dataset-dependent correlations between cultural variables. In order to understand
this possibility, independently of any empirical information, we study a toy model which explicitly
enforces a specified level of correlation in a minimally-biased way, in the simplest conceivable setting.
In parallel, a second toy model is used to explicitly enforce group structure, in a very similar
setting. By analyzing and comparing cultural states generated with these toy models, we show that
a deviating eigenvalue, such as those observed for empirical data, can also be induced by correlations
alone. Such a “false” group mode can still be distinguished from a “true” one, by evaluating the
uniformity of the entries of the respective eigenvector, while checking whether this uniformity is
statistically compatible with the null model. For empirical data, the eigenvector uniformities of all
deviating eigenvalues are shown to be compatible with the null model, suggesting that the apparent
group structure is not genuine, although a decisive statement requires further research.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the complex behavior of social systems
greatly benefits from constructively combining the in-
creasing amount of empirical data with a variety of quan-
titative, theoretical approaches, often originating in the
natural sciences [1, 2]. Although much of this interdis-
ciplinary research focuses on the network and connectiv-
ity aspects of social systems [3], efforts are also being
made for understanding a complementary aspect: the
formation and dynamics of opinions, preferences, atti-
tudes and beliefs, more generically referred to as “cul-
tural traits” [4]. In particular, recent studies have placed
a stronger emphasis on using empirical data about the
cultural traits of real individuals [5–9]. Such data is typ-
ically recorded within a short period of time from a ran-
dom sample of people in a population, via a social survey
with a large number of questions, so that a vector (or se-
quence) of cultural traits can be constructed for every in-
dividual, where each trait is an answer to one of the ques-
tions. The collection of all cultural vectors constructed
from one empirical source is called an empirical “cultural
state”, or an empirical “set of cultural vectors”, since it
can be used to empirically specify the initial conditions of
an Axelrod-type model of cultural dynamics [10]. Using
previously developed tools [5, 6] that relied on models
of cultural and opinion dynamics, Ref. [7] showed that
empirical cultural states are characterized by properties
that are highly robust across different data sets. These
properties have been further explored [8, 9] but not en-
tirely understood. This generic structure present in an
empirical cultural state is largely retained by the person-
person matrix of cultural similarities that can be defined
based on the cultural vectors, allowing for this structure
to be further investigated by means of a random matrix
approach.
Random matrix theory [11, 12] has been successfully
for a variety of applications, such as the analysis of finan-
cial systems [13]. The framework deals with the proper-
ties of random matrices, under certain distributional as-
sumptions. The associated statistical ensembles of ma-
trices are used to compute the expected values (or even
the probability distributions) of interesting, matrix de-
pendent quantities. These theoretical expectations can
be compared to empirical counterparts evaluated on ma-
trices that encode information about the real world sys-
tems that are being studied. Statistically significant de-
viations of the empirical quantities are then interpreted
as interesting, non trivial structural properties of the re-
spective systems. The focus is on the eigenvalue spec-
trum of the empirical matrix, which can be, for instance,
a correlation matrix between the time series recording
the price dynamics of stocks [14] or the activity neurons
[15]. In such cases, the appropriate assumptions of ran-
domness are captured by the the Marchenko-Pastur [16]
law, which gives a limiting distribution for the spectrum.
The eigenmodes whose eigenvalues are significantly larger
than what is expected based on the Marchenko-Pastur
law are interpreted as joint dynamical patterns in terms
of which the non-trivial behavior of the system can be
understood, while the other are interpreted as the noise
components of the system. Recently, Ref. [17] extended
this approach to similarity matrices constructed from cat-
egorical data, where entry of the matrix is a similarity be-
tween two time series of discrete symbols. For instance,
for one of the data sets of Ref. [17], each sequence of
symbols corresponds to an electoral constituency of In-
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2dia, with different symbols associated to different win-
ning parties and successive time steps associated to suc-
cessive elections.
In this study, this random matrix approach is applied
to spectra of empirical matrices of cultural similarities,
constructed from data previously used in Refs. [5–9]. In-
stead of relying on analytic formulas for estimating and
filtering the noise, we make extensive use of numerical
methods. This allows for a detailed investigation of three
null models (Sec. II), among which the uniformly random
generation is the simplest and conceptually closest to an-
alytic approaches behind the Marchenko-Pastur distribu-
tion [17]. As a second null model, we make use of trait
shuffling, which is known to be important for understand-
ing empirical cultural states, independently from spectral
decomposition and random matrix notions [5–9], since
it reproduces exactly the empirical trait occurrence fre-
quencies. We propose an additional null model which also
reproduces these empirical trait frequencies on average,
while also incorporating some mathematically desirable
properties of the uniform random generation. We name
this procedure ”restricted random generation”. These
null models are compared in terms of how well they re-
produce the upper boundary of the noisy spectral region
(“the bulk”), as well as the position of the highest eigen-
value. This is a strong outlier which can be understood
as a “global mode”, which for similarity matrices is guar-
anteed to be present even under the uniformly random
scenario [17]. As shown in Sec. II, the restricted ran-
dom generation turns out to be more appropriate and
is thus selected for further analysis. Based on restricted
randomness, we numerically evaluate the probability dis-
tribution of the upper noise boundary, showing that there
are several empirical eigenvalues significantly above this
boundary. These correspond to modes that capture the
structure in empirical data, since they are incompati-
ble with null hypothesis behind restricted randomness.
Hence, this manuscript will often refer to them as “struc-
tural modes”.
It is tempting to interpret these deviating eigenmodes
as signatures of group structure, in a manner similar to
time series analysis [14], in the sense that the individ-
uals are organized in terms of several cultural groups
categories. This is particularly intriguing, given that
Ref. [8] provides indirect evidence for cultural structure
being governed by a small number of cultural prototypes
supposedly induced by universal “rationalities”. How-
ever, it is important to keep in mind that the empir-
ical data also shows pairwise correlations between cul-
tural variables, that are at least partly induced by ar-
bitrary, dataset-dependent similarities between how the
corresponding items are defined, as previously pointed
out [5–7]. Since these correlations are not retained by
restricted randomness and shuffling, it is possible that
deviating eigenmodes are a direct consequence of them.
This rises the question of whether these eigenmodes are
signatures of authentic group structure or are just arti-
facts of arbitrary correlations between variables. First,
we explicitly show that, at least in principle, one can
differentiate between the “correlations scenario” and the
“groups scenarios” – this is not trivial, since group struc-
ture also entails, to a certain extent, pairwise correlations
between features. This is done in Sec. III by studying,
in a highly simplified, abstract setting, consisting of only
binary features, two probabilistic models for generating
(sets of) cultural vectors. The first model, labeled “FCI”
(Sec. III A), explicitly enforces a certain pairwise cou-
pling between all features, in a manner that gives rise
to a certain level of correlation, without introducing any
additional assumption or bias in the underlying probabil-
ity distribution. This is ensured by a maximum-entropy
derivation [18], which leads to a statistical ensemble that
is mathematically equivalent to the canonical ensemble of
the Ising model on a fully-connected lattice [19], where
each feature corresponds to one lattice site and each cul-
tural vector corresponds to a spin configuration. The sec-
ond model, labeled “S2G” (Sec. III B), explicitly enforces
a dual group structure, whose strength can be analyti-
cally tuned to match the first model in terms of level
feature-feature correlations that arise as a side effect.
More details about these models and about the inter-
pretation of deviating eigenmodes are given in Sec. III.
For any given level of feature-feature correlations, the
two models are used for generating sets of cultural vec-
tors. The structure of the resulting similarity matrices is
captured by the subleading eigenvalue and its eigenvec-
tor. However, Sec. IV shows that the expected strength
and significance of the subleading eigenvalue is exactly
the same for the FCI and S2G models, for any given
correlation level, so the subleading eigenvalue does not
discriminate between the two scenarios, confirming that
the presence of deviating eigenvalues does not necessar-
ily imply the presence of group structure. We show that
the essential difference between the FCI and S2G is cap-
tured by the entries of the eigenvector associated to the
subleading eigenvalue. In particular, the uniformity of
these entries, quantified by the “eigenvector entropy” (see
Sec. IV), shows a clearly different behaviour as a function
of correlation for the two models, with S2G showing an
increasingly higher uniformity as the correlation level in-
creases. Moreover, the dependence of the second-highest
eigenvector entropy on the correlation level reproduces
well the symmetry-breaking phase transitions that char-
acterize the two models. In each case, the eigenvector
entropy suddenly jumps from a regime of compatibility
to a regime of incompatibility with the null model, ex-
actly when the probability distribution associated to the
respective model becomes bi-modal. The critical corre-
lation associated to this transition is almost ten times
smaller for S2G than for FCI. This further justifies the
use of eigenvector entropy as an indicator of group struc-
ture in empirical data, as a complement to eigenvalue
information.
Along these lines, Sec. V presents an enhanced analysis
of empirical data, showing how the eigenmodes are dis-
tributed in terms of eigenvalue and eigenvector entropy,
3in comparison to expectations based on restricted ran-
domness. Interestingly, all the structural modes previ-
ously identified in empirical data (based on eigenvalues)
are actually compatible with the null model in terms of
eigenvector uniformity (based on eigenvector entropy).
This is the case for all three datasets used in this study,
suggesting that structural modes of culture are actually
artifacts of arbitrary correlations between cultural vari-
ables. However, such a conclusion is conditional on the
S2G model introduced here being representative, in a
qualitative way, for any type of authentic cultural groups
that empirical data might capture. As explained in
Sec. VI, this might actually not be the case, so the pres-
ence of groups cannot be entirely rejected based on this
study, especially if these groups are highly entangled. In
particular, the S2G model does not account for the “mix-
ing”, “multiple-self” ingredient that has been shown to
be crucial [8] for an interpretation of cultural structure
in terms of a small number of prototypes [6], inspired
by social science frameworks such as Plural Rationality
Theory [20]. In fact, it appears likely that structural
modes induced by mixing prototypes would not exhibit
higher eigenvector uniformities than expected based on
the null model, while they should still qualify as group
modes. More research is needed to establish whether this
is indeed the case and, if so, to find a way of distinguish-
ing structural modes induced by mixing prototypes from
those induced by correlations.
II. EIGENVALUE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR
EMPIRICAL DATA AND NULL MODELS
In this section, the eigenvalue spectra of empirical ma-
trices of cultural similarities are evaluated. At the same
time, three null models are evaluated and compared.
Each null model is used to numerically generate similarity
matrices, by randomly sampling from the associated sta-
tistical ensemble, which enforces, to a certain extent, the
empirical information that is expected to not be of inter-
est – this is information that, on a priori grounds, clearly
has more to do with arbitrary survey design choices than
with any authentic cultural structure. One of these mod-
els, namely the “restricted random” model, which is first
introduced here, is chosen as good benchmark with re-
spect to which interesting structure is to be measured,
as explained below. Before explaining the actual results,
some mathematical clarifications are given with respect
to the computation of similarity matrices, the spectral
decomposition procedure and the definitions of the null
models.
A cultural similarity matrix is a square, N ×N matrix
obtained from N cultural vectors, which are all defined
with respect the same set of F cultural features (variables
or dimensions). Each feature can take one of qk possible,
discrete values, called “cultural traits”, where k labels
the features, according to some order that is arbitrary,
but consistent across all vectors. Moreover, each feature
can be either nominal, marked as fknom = 1, or ordi-
nal, marked as fknom = 0, which affects how its similarity
contribution is defined. Each entry sij of the similarity
matrix is then computed according to:
sij =
1
F
F∑
k=1
[
fknomδ(x
k
i , x
k
j ) + (1− fknom)
(
1− |x
k
i − xkj |
qk − 1
)]
, (1)
encoding the similarity between vectors i and j, where
δ stands for the Kronecker delta function and xki and
xkj denote the traits recorded with respect feature k in
vectors i and j respectively – for the ordinal case, it is
important that xki and x
k
j take discrete, rational values
between 1 and qk, while for the nominal case they only
need to take symbolic values from any (feature-specific)
alphabet. Note that the similarity measure in Eq. (1)
is an arithmetic average of the similarity contributions
of the F cultural features, in agreement with Refs. [5–9]
– although in these studies most concepts are presented
in terms of cultural distances dij , these have a trivial
relationship to cultural similarities: dij = 1 − sij . For
an empirical matrix, each vector i corresponds to one
individual in the real world, each feature k to one ques-
tion or item in the questionnaire used to collect the data,
so that the realized trait xki , which lies at the intersec-
tion between vector i and feature k, corresponds to the
answer/rating given by individual i to question/item k.
For a matrix generated based on a null models, the N
vectors are generated according to the specified random
procedure, while retaining (at least) the empirical data
format, namely the type fknom and range q
k of each fea-
ture k. Note that, in contrast to the empirical symbolic
sequences used in Ref. [17], cultural vectors have no axis
of time, so everything is equivalent up to a reordering of
the cultural features, as long as this is done consistently
for all cultural vectors. This is irrelevant for any of the
mathematical operations involved by the analysis here,
but it is relevant for the interpretation: cultural vectors
4capture no time-evolution, and should be interpreted as
instantaneous, multidimensional opinion profiles, rather
than as dynamical, one-dimensional dynamical profiles.
From Eq. (1) it follows that such a similarity matrix is
real and symmetric, from which it follows, according to
the spectral theorem, that it has N real eigenvalues with
N associated orthonormal eigenvectors with real entries.
This implies that the matrix can be decomposed in the
following way:
sij =
N∑
l=1
λlv
i
lv
j
l , (2)
where “λl” and “vl” are used to denote the lth highest
eigenvalue and, respectively, the eigenvector associated to
it, while vil is the ith entry of eigenvector vl. Throughout
this study, special attention is payed to λ1 and λ2, the
highest and second highest eigenvalues of various simi-
larity matrices, also denoted as the “leading” and “sub-
leading” eigenvalues respectively. In parallel, “λ” is used
to denote any generic eigenvalue. More notation will be
introduced below, as needed.
All similarity matrices used in this study are based on
sets of N = 100 cultural vectors, regardless of whether
they are empirical, generated with one of the three null
models introduced below or with one of the toy models
introduced in Sec. III. At the same time, the number of
features F is always larger than N , which ensures that
the information in every similarity matrix is not redun-
dant, since its number of entries N × N is smaller than
the number of entries in the set of cultural vectors F×N .
Fig. 1(a) shows the eigenvalue spectrum of an empir-
ical similarity matrix computed based on N = 100 cul-
tural vectors extracted from Eurobarometer (EBM) data,
which records attitudes and opinions of European Union
citizens on various topics concerning technology, the en-
vironment and certain policy issues [21]. The data is for-
matted according to the procedure described in Ref. [7],
which makes F = 144 cultural features available. The
vertical axis gives the number of eigenvalues occurring
in each bin along the horizontal axis. The inset focuses
on the higher λ region of the horizontal axis, where the
leading eigenvalue λ1 is located. The high value of λ1
is expected based on purely mathematical grounds [17],
due to the overall positivity of any such similarity matrix.
In most cases, all entries of the eigenvector associated
to λ1 have the same sign and very similar absolute val-
ues, meaning that, according to Eq. (2), the λ1v
i
1v
j
1 cap-
tures a large, highly uniform, positive component of the
matrix entries sij . The λ1 eigenmode thus accounts for
the overall tendency towards similarity of the entire sys-
tem, which is partly due to how similarity is defined and
partly (see below) due to feature-level non-uniformities.
For this reason, the λ1 mode will also be referred as the
“global mode”, term which originates from time-series
analysis [14] based on correlation matrices, for which a
global mode may or may not be present, depending on the
system. Using exactly the same format as Fig. 1(a), each
of the other three panels of Fig. 1 shows the spectrum
of a similarity matrix generated from each of the three
null models: “uniform randomness”, “shuffling” and “re-
stricted randomness”.
First, Fig. 1(b) shows the spectrum of a similarity ma-
trix generated via uniform randomness (abbreviated as
“u-random”). Specifically, for every vector, each trait is
chosen independently at random from the traits available
at the level of the respective feature, with equal probabil-
ity attached each possible trait. This means that uniform
randomness retains minimal information from the empir-
ical cultural state used for Fig. 1(a): only the number of
features, the type and the number of traits of each fea-
ture. Note that the leading eigenvalue of this matrix is
comparable to that of the empirical matrix. Ref. [17]
showed that the analytic, limiting distribution given by
the Marchenko-Pastur formula has a shape that is qual-
itatively similar to the bulk of the u-random spectrum.
Quantitatively however, the analytic and numerical dis-
tributions become truly similar only if an important pa-
rameter controlling the former is left free and fit to the
numerical results, instead of being directly set to F/N ,
which can be done when dealing with matrices of corre-
lations between N time series with F numerical entries
each. Moreover, the Marchenko-Pastur formula com-
pletely fails to describe the leading eigenvalue.
Second, Fig. 1(c) shows the eigenvalue spectrum of a
similarity matrix generated via shuffling. Specifically,
with respect to every every feature, the traits realized
in the empirical state are randomly permuted among the
vectors, such that every permutation is equally likely.
This is done independently for every feature, so that all
types of correlations between features are destroyed. The
procedure preserves exactly the number of times each
trait is empirically realized, in addition to preserving the
data format of the empirical state in Fig. 1(a), Note that,
by construction, the assignment of traits to vectors is not
entirely independent across vectors, implying that the
number of vectors N resulting from shuffling has to be
exactly the same as the number of empirical vectors used.
Third, Fig. 1(d) shows the spectrum of a similarity ma-
trix generated via restricted randomness (abbreviated as
“r-random”). Specifically, for every vector, each trait is
chosen independently at random from the traits avail-
able at the level of the respective feature, with different
probabilities attached to the possible traits, these prob-
abilities being directly proportional to the empirical oc-
currence frequencies of the respective traits. This means
that, like the shuffling procedure, restricted randomness
also reproduces the empirical trait frequencies, but on
average. Moreover, it also retains the independent gen-
eration specific to uniform randomness, which allows for
an arbitrary number N of cultural vectors to be gener-
ated, regardless of how large this number is for empirical
data. The independent generation should also make the
analytic tractability of the model easier. Although nei-
ther of these two advantages are directly exploited in this
study, they suggest that restricted randomness is concep-
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FIG. 1. Eigenvalue spectra of cultural similarity matrices. The first panel correspond to an empirical cultural state (a) with
N = 100 vectors constructed from Eurobarometer (EBM) data, while the other three correspond to associated cultural states
generated with the uniform random (b), the shuffled (c) and the restricted random (d) null models, using partial information
from the empirical cultural state and the same N = 100. For each panel, the inset shows the leading eigenvalue of the respective
spectrum. For comparison purposes, the axis ranges and bin widths are the same across the four panels, for the main plots as
well as for the insets.
tually more appropriate than either uniform randomness
or shuffling, as it incorporates the desirable properties of
both.
The rough shape of the eigenvalue histogram is quite
similar across the four panels of Fig. 1, which means that
empirical data contains a large amount of noise, which
can be described reasonably well by any of the three null
models. Interesting discrepancies are present in terms of
the leading eigenvalue: the empirical value is very sim-
ilar to the shuffled and r-randomn values, while higher
than the u-random value. This shows that the overal
tendency towards similarity is smaller in the uniformly-
random case than in the other three cases. This is un-
derstandable given that shuffling and restricted random-
ness reproduce the feature-level non-uniformities, which
in turn are responsible for an overal level of similarity
which is higher than what is expected from uniform ran-
domness [8], leading to an enhanced global mode.
Very important are the empirical outliers in Fig 1(a),
which encode empirical structure that is independent of
feature-level nonuniformities. The two higher outliers are
larger than the bulk boundary as predicted by any of the
three null models, while the other two appear compatible
with the random bulk predicted by uniform randomness.
This highlights the importance of choosing the appro-
priate null model, since this determines the position of
the boundary between noise modes and structural modes
along the λ axis, which in turn decides how many empiri-
cal eigenmodes are to be regarded as structurally relevant
on the higher λ side of this boundary. It appears that the
position of this boundary is somewhat different for the
three null models, but this is hard to evaluate only based
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FIG. 2. Leading and subleading eigenvalue distributions for random matrices. The figure shows the subleading eigenvalue
λ2 distribution (a) and the leading eigenvalue λ1 distribution (b), for the three null models (legends), implementing uniform
randomness (black), shuffling (blue) and restricted randomness (green), in comparison to the empirical eigenvalues, whose
positions are marked by the vertical (red) lines in the upper bands. For each distribution, n = 1000 similarity matrices are
numerically generated from the respective null model. Everything is based on the same set of N = 100 vectors constructed
from Eurobarometer (EBM) data used in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. Detailed comparison in terms of the leading eigen-
value. The figure shows in detail the distributions of the
leading eigenvalue λ1 for the shuffled (blue) and restricted
random (green) null models, in comparison to the empirical
value (vertical red line). For each distribution, n = 1000 sim-
ilarity matrices are numerically generated from the respective
null model. Everything is based on the same set of N = 100
vectors constructed from Eurobarometer (EBM) data used
in Fig. 1. For visual purposes, the bin size of the restricted
random histogram is ten times smaller than for the shuffled
histogram.
on Fig. 1, due to limitations inherent in the binning.
Fig. 2(a) overcomes these limitations by showing the
subleading eigenvalue distribution for the three null mod-
els, in parallel with the leading eigenvalue distributions
in Fig. 2(b), where the colors associated to the three null
models are the same as those in Fig. 1. For comparison,
the empirical eigenvalues are shown by the vertical (red)
lines in the upper bands of Fig. 2. Each λ1 and λ2 dis-
tribution is produced numerically by sampling n = 1000
sets of cultural vectors from the statistical ensemble of
the respective null model. It appears that shuffling and
r-random show essentially the same λ2 distribution, while
for u-random this is located at higher values. Since λ2
sets the boundary for the random bulk, more empirical
eigenmodes are to be regarded as structurally relevant
with respect to a null model based on shuffling or re-
stricted randomness, rather then on uniform randomness.
Choosing between shuffling and r-random appears appro-
priate, since they are consistent with empirical data in
terms of the leading eigenvalue, as noted before, now con-
firmed in a more statistically reliable way by Fig. 2(b).
Such a choice is compatible with the idea of focusing
on the empirical structure that is present independently
of feature-level non-uniformities, which are expected to
strongly depend on how the associated questions and the
possible answers are formulated and much less on authen-
tic properties of the real social system from which the
data is extracted. With respect to either the shuffled or
the r-random λ2 distribution, all four empirical outliers
noted in Fig. 1(a) appear statistically significant, with a
departure of at least two standard deviations from the
mean.
On the other hand, based on Fig. 2(b), the empiri-
cal leading eigenvalue also appears statistically compat-
ible with both shuffling and restricted randomness, but
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FIG. 4. Empirical structure in other datasets. The figure shows the subleading eigenvalue λ2 distribution for the three null
models (legends), implementing uniform randomness (black), shuffling (blue) and restricted randomness (green), in comparison
to the empirical eigenvalues, whose positions are marked by the vertical (red) lines in the upper band, based on General Social
Survey data (a) and for Jester data (b). In each case, N = 100 cultural vectors are constructed from the respective dataset.
For each null model, n = 1000 random matrices of N = 100 vectors are generated for drawing the associated distribution.
closer to the mean of the former. This, however, deserves
a closer inspection, due to the limitations inherent in the
binning of Fig. 2(b). Fig. 3 focuses on the shuffled and
r-random λ1 distributions, giving a better impression of
how well either null model predicts the empirical lead-
ing eigenvalue based on partial information about trait
frequencies. It appears that, due to the sharpness of the
shuffled λ1 distribution, the empirical value is actually
not statistically compatible with it, while it is clearly
compatible with the r-random distribution. For this rea-
son, we choose restricted randomness as the appropriate
null model. Note that, for visual purposes, the bins are
chosen to be much smaller fo the shuffled than for the r-
random distribution – both histograms contain n = 1000
entries, one for each random matrix sampled from the
respective ensemble.
Finally, it is worth repeating the analysis on empiri-
cal cultural states constructed from two more datasets,
namely the General Social Survey [22] (GSS) – Fig. 4(a)
– and Jester [23] (JS) – Fig. 4(b). Both datasets are
also formatted according to the procedure described in
Ref. [7], leading to F = 122 features for GSS and to
F = 128 features for JS. The two figures follow the format
of Fig. 2(a), since this emphasizes the empirical outliers
and their departure from the subleading eigenvalue distri-
butions of the three null models – although, at this point,
the choice has already been made in favor of restricted
randomness, the other two distributions are also shown
for consistency. Both the GSS and JS eigenvalue spectra
show outliers that are significantly larger than what is
expected based on the r-random null model: three such
outliers are present for GSS and four for JS. The devi-
ating eigenvalues are, on average, larger for JS than for
EBM, and higher for EBM than for GSS. – note that the
axis ranges of Figs. 4(a), 4(b) and 2(a) are not the same.
Based on the results above, one can say that the em-
pirical structure captured by matrices of cultural simi-
larity is generally recognizable via eigenvalues that are
significantly larger than what is expected based on a
null hypothesis accounting for empirical trait frequen-
cies: they are significantly higher than the subleading
eigenvalue and much lower than the leading eigenvalue
expected from this null hypothesis. For the rest of this
study, the eigenpairs (eigenvector-value pairs) associated
to these deviating eigenvalues will often be referred to as
“structural modes”.
III. TWO INTERPRETATIONS OF
STRUCTURAL MODES
This section explores possible ways of interpreting the
structural modes of culture described above. To begin
with, certain aspects of linear algebra are emphasized,
in relation to the diagonalization of similarity matrices,
which justify an interpretation of structural modes as
group modes, like in the context of correlation matrices.
Then, two hypotheses are formulated: first, that struc-
tural modes are just the effect of correlations between
cultural features, thus only retaining information about
how the associated questions/items are chosen; second,
that structural modes are an effect of genuine groups or
grouping tendencies among the individuals, thus retain-
ing information about the social system from which the
data is extracted. This leads to probabilistic formula-
tions of the two hypotheses in a very simplistic setting:
8the correlations-only scenario is realized as the “fully-
connected Ising” (FCI) model in Sec. III A, while the
groups scenario is realized as the “symmetric two-groups”
(S2G) model in Sec. III B. Finally, in Sec. III C, the math-
ematical properties of the two models are studied in order
to check that they behave as expected and to better em-
phasize their differences.
It is instructive to first consider some elementary, but
important mathematical properties of the eigenvalues λl
and the associated eigenvectors vl satisfying Eq. (2), since
they provide important hints towards how the structural
modes are to be interpreted. For the sake of clarity,
the following explanations make use of the term “indi-
vidual” as a replacement for “cultural vector”, although
most of the concepts presented are also valid, at least
mathematically, for similarity matrices constructed from
randomly generated cultural vectors, based on any prob-
abilistic model.
Since the eigenvectors vl have only real entries and
form an orthonormal basis, one can write any real vector
w with N entries as a linear combinations of the eigen-
vectors:
w =
N∑
l=1
αlvl, (3)
with real coefficients αl. The rest of this argument is
restricted to unit vectors w, which satisfy
∑N
i=1 w
2
i =
1, which can be translated as
∑N
l=1 α
2
l = 1 in terms of
the eigenvectors’ coefficients. This encompasses all the
eigenvectors w = vl,∀l as special cases. Moreover, let us
define the following scalar quantity:
S =
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
wisijwj , (4)
as the double contraction of the similarity matrix s with
the vector w. By means of Eq. 4 and Eq. 3, for any vector
w (including the special cases when this entirely matches
one of the eigenvectors vl) every entry of w becomes asso-
ciated to one of the individuals based on which the sim-
ilarity matrix s is computed. Thus, w can be seen as a
(normalized) linear combination of the N or individuals.
S can be interpreted as the self-similarity of any normal-
ized linear combination w, since every pairwise similarity
sij is multiplied by the numbers wi and wj attached to
individuals i and j. For any normalized w, one can show
that:
S = 1 + 2
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=1+1
wisijwj , (5)
which immediately follows from the fact that sii = 1,∀i,
which is a direct consequence of how the similarity is
defined in Eq. (1). Note that S = 1 whenever w gives
a strength of 1 to one individual and 0 to all the other,
which supports the interpretation of S as a self similarity.
It is also important to note, from Eq. (5), that S is larger
when w is such that pairs of entries (i, j) with the same
sign correspond to higher values of sij and higher values
of |wiwj |, while pairs with opposite signs correspond to
lower values of sij and lower values of |wiwj |.
The largest self-similarity S is attained when the linear
combination w, among all unit vectors, takes the form
of the eigenvector v1 with the largest associated eigen-
value λ1, corresponding to αl = δ
1
l ,∀l. This largest self-
similarity value is actually equal to the largest eigenvalue:
S = λ1. This is shown by plugging Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)
into (4) and using the normalization condition, leading
to:
S =
N∑
l=1
α2l λl. (6)
More generally, one can see here that each eigenvector vl
with the lth highest eigenvalue λl, corresponding to αl′ =
δll′ ,∀l′, is such that it gives the largest possible value of
S = λl, while also being normalized and orthogonal to
all eigenvectors vl′ with λl′ > λl When corroborating this
with the insights provided by Eq. (5), one realizes that
any subset of individuals with strong, internal similarities
is captured by one of the eigenmodes, whose eigenvalue
is larger if the overall level of internal similarity is higher.
Moreover, the eigenvector entries of these strongly similar
elements will have the same sign and the highest absolute
values.
By combining the above with the findings of Sec. II,
a more complete interpretation is obtained for structural
modes: they are the normalized linear combinations of
the individuals, orthogonal to each other and to the
global mode, with the highest possible self-similarities, of
which with the lowest is significantly higher than what
is expected from restricted randomness. Each of these
structure modes could indicate the presence of a group
of highly similar individuals, which is why in the con-
text of time-series analysis they are often called “group
modes” [14]. Although it is not clear how a linear com-
bination of individuals (or of cultural vectors) should be
expressed in terms of cultural traits and features, this
is not important for this study and does not affect the
above arguments.
An alternative interpretation of structural modes
comes from realizing that social surveys are imperfect, in
the sense that one cannot guarantee the absence of over-
laps or of similarities between the variables that are used.
These translate to correlations between cultural features,
which have been noticed in previous studies [5–7] and
which are specific to the design of each dataset. It is con-
ceivable that feature correlations, if strong enough, could
induce artifactual structural modes themselves. For ex-
ample, if a large fraction of the associated items or ques-
tions are designed such that they are mostly sensitive to
the same underlying degree of freedom, the similarity be-
tween individuals responding to any of these items in a
certain way will be high, since these individuals will likely
9respond to all the other similar items in the same way. It
appears likely that this behavior would be captured by
a structural mode. If this is the mechanism behind the
structural modes shown in Sec. II, it means that they do
not provide information about the inherent organization
of real-world culture, but just about the design of the
“instrument” used to “measure” culture. On the other
hand, to make things more complicated, feature-feature
correlations may also be a consequence of group struc-
ture.
It is thus crucial to understand the extent to which
structural modes of culture are due to the details of the
experimental setting and to what extent they are due to
authentic groups that are recognizable in the real world
regardless of such details. This study makes a first step in
this direction, by translating the two scenarios as mathe-
matical, probabilistic models capable of generating (sets
of) cultural vectors that are governed either by a cou-
pling between cultural features (Sec. III A) or by a group-
ing tendency (Sec. III B). These models are designed to
work without any empirical input, in the simplest con-
ceivable setting, consisting of F binary features – it does
not matter whether these features are regarded as ordinal
or nominal, since the two types of similarity contributions
are equivalent if there only q = 2 traits available, as can
be seen from Eq. (1). For each feature, the two traits
are marked as −1 and +1 – although the former should
should be mapped to 0 when computing similarities be-
tween vectors, if features are to be regarded as ordinal.
Each of the two models defines a statistical ensemble (and
an associated cultural space distribution, in the language
of Refs. [7, 8]), according to which cultural vectors can
be drawn in random, but non-uniform way. Both statis-
tical ensembles are defined such that each feature-level
probability distribution is uniform – the two traits have
an equal probability of 0.5 attached. Note that, although
both models are probabilistic in nature, neither of them
is intended as a null model, since neither makes use of
information from empirical data nor is it intended for
direct, quantitative comparisons to empirical data, nor
to be realistic to any extent. They are toy-models, in-
tended to prove certain principles and provide certain
insights about correlations and groups in the context of
cultural states. Nonetheless, they do provide an arena
for studying and developing certain mathematical tools
in a highly controlled setting, tools that can be later used
for studying empirical data.
A. The feature-feature correlations scenario
This section explains the “fully-connected Ising” (FCI)
model, in the context of generating (sets of) cultural vec-
tors in a stochastic way. The purpose of this probabilistic
model is to enforce a certain level of correlation across
all pairs of cultural features, controllable via one param-
eter, but nothing else in addition. This can be done by
properly choosing the probability distribution p taking as
support the set of possible cultural vectors with F binary
features, or, in other words, the set of possible spin con-
figurations ~S with F lattice sites. Note that the support
of this distribution has 2F elements, which is the number
of sites/points of the “cultural space”, according to the
formalism in Ref. [7].
One needs to choose the maximally-random (thus min-
imally biased) probability distribution p that entails a
certain level of feature-feature correlations. This is found
by maximizing the Shannon entropy (Eq. (A1)) subject
to two constraints: one enforcing the normalization of the
probability distribution (Eq. (A2)), the other enforcing
the overall level of pairwise coupling between cultural
features (Eq. (A3)). This procedure is a realization of
maximum-entropy inference introduced in Ref. [18], and
is described in detail in Sec. A. The resulting probability
distribution can be expressed as:
p(µ, F, F+) =
1
Z(µ)
F !
F+!(F − F+)! exp
[µ
2
(
(2F+ − F )2 − F
)]
. (7)
This gives the (total) probability attached to all cultural
vectors with F+ out of F traits marked as “+” or “+1”,
where µ is the parameter controlling the overall level of
coupling between features. Moreover, Z(µ) is a normal-
ization factor, namely the partition function in Eq. (A8).
Note that
∑F
F+=0
p(µ, F, F+) = 1.0, since the expression
combines the probability of different possible configura-
tions with the same F+, which, due to symmetry reasons
are equally likely. There are F !/ (F+!(F − F+)!) such
configurations (the “density of states”) for each F+.
The model is mathematically equivalent to the Ising
model of magnetism on a fully connected lattice [19],
described in the canonical ensemble, with the param-
eter µ replacing the ratio between spin-spin coupling
and temperature, which controls for the overall level
of alignment between spins. This parallel does not
come as a surprise: for any statistical physics ensem-
ble defined by the averages of certain, externally con-
trolled/measured (physical) quantities, the mathemati-
cal derivation can be formulated in terms of maximum-
entropy inference [18], which ultimately provides a statis-
tical, information-theoretic justification of minimum-bias
as a replacement for assumptions like “ergodicity”. Due
to this parallel, the nomenclature related to spins is some-
times used instead of that related to cultural features.
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Based on Eq. (7), one can derive the expression for the correlation between any two features:
C(µ, F ) =
1
Z(µ)
F∑
F+=0
(F − 2)! ((2F+ − F )2 − F )
F+!(F − F+)! exp
[µ
2
(
(2F+ − F )2 − F
)]
, (8)
based on the entire statistical ensemble. The details of
this derivations are also given in Sec. A.
In Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), the coupling parameter is pos-
itive: µ ∈ [0,∞). Physically, this corresponds to fer-
romagnetism, meaning that alignment between spins is
favored, a tendency which is enhanced with increasing µ.
Using Eq. (7), one can check that, for vanishing coupling
µ = 0, the probability of choosing a configuration with a
given F+ is directly proportional to the number of such
configurations, which is specified by the binomial coeffi-
cient preceding the exponential. As µ is increased, more
emphasis is given to configurations with unequal numbers
of −1 and +1 traits, at the expense of configurations that
are more balanced. Using Eq. (8), one can also check that
the correlation C(µ, F ) increases with increasing coupling
µ, as expected, and that C(0.0, F ) = 0.0 for any F .
B. The group structure scenario
This section explains the “symmetric two-groups”
(S2G) model, in the context of generating (sets of) cul-
tural vectors in a stochastic way. This probabilistic
model enforces an organization of cultural vectors in
terms of two, equally sized groups, with high similari-
ties within groups and low similarities between groups.
The model defines a probability distribution p taking as
support the same set of possible cultural vectors as in
Sec. III A: the cultural space defined by F binary fea-
tures, with 2F configuration. One of the group is “cen-
tered” around the configuration with a −1 trait with re-
spect to each feature, while the other group is centered
around the opposite configuration, having a +1 trait with
respect to each feature. The model is designed such that
all features contribute equally to the group structure. As
a consequence, this induces a certain level of correlation
over all pairs of cultural features. The strength of these
correlations is controlled by the same free parameter that
controls the strength of the group structure.
According to the S2G model, every cultural vector that
is generated is first randomly assigned to one of the two
groups, with equal probabilities. These two groups are
denoted as the “−1” group and the “+1” group. Then,
at the level of every feature, the trait is randomly and
independently chosen among the two possibilities, but
with unequal probabilities: the trait with the same sign
as the group is chosen with probability 1− 2ν, while the
trait with the opposite sign is chosen with probability 2ν.
Here, ν ∈ [0, 0.25] is the free model parameter controlling
the strength of the group structure: lower ν values imply
stronger group structure and stronger correlations be-
tween features, as made more explicit by Eq. (10). From
this procedure, it follows that, at the level of every fea-
ture, each generated trait falls under one of the following
situations:
• with probability 0.5 − ν, it is attached to a vector
belonging to group −1 and has a value of −1;
• with probability ν, it is attached to a vector be-
longing to group −1 and has a value of +1;
• with probability 0.5 − ν, it is attached to a vector
belonging to group +1 and has a value of +1;
• with probability ν, it is attached to a vector be-
longing to group +1 and has a value of −1.
Note that the probabilities of the four cases add up to
1.0, that the combined probability of either value is 0.5
and that the probability of either group is also 0.5.
For this model, the probability that a generated con-
figuration has F+ traits +1 is:
p(ν, F, F+) =
1
2
F !
F+!(F − F+)! (2ν)
F+(1− 2ν)F+ [(2ν)F−2F+ + (1− 2ν)F−2F+] , (9)
while the correlation between any two features is:
C(ν) = 1− 8ν + 16ν2. (10)
The mathematical derivations of Eq. (9) and Eq. (10)
are given in Sec. B. Note that the correlation in Eq. (10)
behaves as expected, namely: C(0.0) = 1 (when the two
groups are maximally dissimilar the correlation is maxi-
mal) and C(0.25) = 0.0 (when the two groups are indis-
tinguishable the correlation is zero). Finally, Eq. 10 can
be written in the form of a quadratic equation, whose
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solution reads:
ν(C) =
1−√C
4
, (11)
after having taken into account that ν ∈ [0, 0.25]. Note
that the alternative, 1 +
√
C solution given by the
quadratic formula would be valid for the ν ∈ [0.25, 0.5]
interval, which is not used here, since it is entirely equiv-
alent (up to an inversion) with the ν ∈ [0, 0.25] interval,
while being relevant only when group −1 is allowed to
be biased towards +1 traits instead of towards −1 traits,
and viceversa, which is not the case here.
C. Mathematical comparison of the two scenarios
This section deals with the comparison between the
FCI and the S2G models, in terms of properties that can
be extracted directly from the equations in Sec. III A and
Sec. III B, without the need of randomly sampling from
the the two statistical ensembles. Specifically, we focus
on the behavior of the feature-feature correlation (Fig. 5),
the shape of the probability distribution (Fig. 6) and the
symmetry breaking phase transition (Fig. 7) associated
to each model.
Fig. 5 shows the behavior of the correlation between
any two cultural features for the two models. First,
Fig. 5(a) shows how the correlation entailed by the FCI
model depends on the model parameter µ controlling the
pairwise couplings between features, based on Eq. (8).
Different curves correspond to different values of F . Note
that the correlation increases from C = 0.0 to C = 1.0
as the coupling µ is increased, but it also increases as
the number of features F is increased. Second, Fig. 5(b)
shows how the correlation entailed by the S2G model de-
pends on the model parameter ν controlling the group
strength, based on Eq. (10). Here, the correlation de-
creases from C = 1.0 to C = 0.0 as the coupling ν
is decreased, which is consistent with the fact that, by
construction, lower values of ν correspond to a stronger
group structure. Note that the C(ν) behavior is indepen-
den of F , which is obvious from Eq. (10).
All the following comparisons are based on a match-
ing of the two models in terms of the correlation level
C. Specific values of µ are chosen, based on which the
correlation level entailed by the FCI model C(µ, F ) is
computed via Eq. (8), for a given F . Then, the corre-
sponding ν(C) of S2G entailing the same correlation is
calculated based on Eq. (11). This creates a correspon-
dence between parameter µ of FCI and parameter ν of
S2G by means of the correlation C. Since C is a num-
ber extracted from the full statistical ensemble under a
specific parameterization, it can be regarded as a model
parameter, namely as a replacement or remapping of µ
(in the case of FCI) and of ν (in the case of S2G), which
allows for a side-by-side comparison of the two models in
terms of other quantities.
correlation level C FCI parameter µ S2G paramter ν
0.000 0.000 0.250
0.003 0.002 0.237
0.014 0.005 0.221
0.129 0.008 0.160
0.540 0.010 0.066
TABLE I. Parameter mapping. The table shows the corre-
spondence between the correlation values C shown in Fig. 6,
the associated µ values used for generating the FCI probabil-
ity curves and the associated ν values used for generating the
S2G probability curves. This correspondence is valid when
F = 130 features are used for the FCI and S2G models.
This µ-to-C-to-ν mapping is first exploited by Fig. 6,
which shows the probability distributions associated to
the FCI and S2G models, as described by Eq. (7) and
Eq. (9) respectively. In either case, the distribution is
shown for the same values of the correlation C that are
listed by the legend at the top. These C values corre-
spond to the values of the µ and ν parameters that are
listed in Table III C. The calculations are based on a value
of F = 130, which is comparable to the F values associ-
ated to the empirical cultural states used in Sec. II and
Sec. V.
Note that, in the limit of vanishing correlation C, the
distributions of both models converge to the uniform
probability distribution, which assigns to every value of
F+ a probability that is equal to the fraction of possible
configurations with that many “+” traits . This uniform
distribution is characterized by the existence of one max-
imum at the center of the F+ axis. As the correlation C
increases, the shape of the distribution becomes wider,
with two equal maxima arising on either side of the F+
axis, whose separation also increases with increasing C.
Thus, both models exhibit a symmetry breaking phase
transition.
However, a close inspection of Fig. 6 reveals that the
symmetry breaking happens later (higehr values of C)
for the FCI model than for the S2G model, meaning that
there is a non-vanishing C interval for which FCI exhibits
a unimodal behaviour, while the S2G exhibits a bimodal
behaviour, interval which contains the C = 0.014 value.
This C interval is of crucial interest for this study, since
it corresponds to the correlation regime for which the
symmetric group structure built into the S2G model is
visible in the shape of the probability distribution, while
the feature-feature coupling built into the FCI model is
not strong enough to induce a qualitatively similar shape.
Still, even for C values that are high enough for the FCI
distribution to also show maxima, the exact shapes of
the two distributions are still different, with the S2G
maxima being stronger than the FCI ones (visible for
C = 0.129 C = 0.540). This is a visual confirmation
that the two statistical ensembles are indeed different and
that the S2G ensemble has a smaller Shannon entropy
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FIG. 5. Correlation behaviour. The figure shows the dependence of the pairwise feature correlation C, first (a) on the feature-
feature coupling strength parameter µ controlling the fully-connected Ising model (FCI), second (b) on the group strength
parameter ν controlling the symmetric two-groups model (S2G). In the case of FCI, different curves (legend) are shown for
different values of the number of features F , while in the case of S2G, a single curve is shown, which is valid for any value of F .
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FIG. 6. Shape of probability distribution. The figure shows
the probability associated to configurations with F+ traits
+1 for F = 130 features, for different values of the feature-
feature correlation level C (legend), for the fully-connected
Ising model (FCI, top) and for the symmetric two-groups
model (S2G, bottom).
than the FCI ensemble, for any, non-vanishing value of
C, thus being more biased, more constrained and encod-
ing more structure, which should manifest itself at the
level of higher-order correlations (involving more than
two spins/features).
A more complete picture of the phase transitions ex-
hibited by the two models is provided by Fig. 7. This
shows the dependence of two mathematical properties of
the probability distributions in Fig. 6 on the model pa-
rameters. The first property, denoted here by O1(γ, F ) ∈
[0, 1], is a normalized departure of either probability peak
from the center of the (horizontal) F+ axis. The second
property, denoted here by O2(γ, F ) ∈ [0, 1], is a nor-
malized height of either probability peak compared to
the probability at the center of the (horizontal) F+ axis.
Note that γ is a placeholder for either the µ parameter or
the ν parameter, depending, respectively, on whether the
FCI or the S2G model is used. Both quantities are zero
when symmetry breaking is not present and are positive
when symmetry breaking is present, giving higher val-
ues for better defined probability peaks. They can thus
be used as “order parameters” characterizing the phase
transition, although they are evaluated in a a priori way,
based on the expression of the probability distribution,
rather than based on configurations samples from the as-
sociated ensemble. Mathematically, the first quantity is
defined as:
O1(γ, F ) =
[0.5F ]− F *+(γ, F )
[0.5F ]
, (12)
while the second quantity is defined as:
O2(γ, F ) =
p∗(γ, F )− p(γ, F, [0.5F ])
p∗(γ, F )
, (13)
where the square brackets stand for the “integer part”
operation. Moreover, F *+(γ, F ) is the (integer) posi-
tion along the F+ axis of the first (lower-F+) peak and
p∗(γ, F ) is the height of this peak. At the same time,
p(γ, F, [0.5F ]) is evaluated according to either Eq. (7) or
Eq. (9), depending on whether the quantity is evaluated
for the FCI model (γ is replaced by µ) or for the S2G
model (γ is replaced by ν). The value of F *+(γ, F ) is
extracted by iteratively exploring the lower half of the
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FIG. 7. Symmetry breaking phase transitions. The figure shows the behavior of the normalized probability peak departure O1
(top) and of the normalized peak height O2 (bottom), as functions of the model parameters, for the fully-connected Ising (FCI,
top) and the symmetric two-groups (S2G, bottom) models. Different curves corresponds to different values of the F paramter,
controlling the number of features (legends). Both the µ parameter of the FCI model and the ν parameter of the S2G model
are remapped to the associated correlation value C, which is shown along the horizontal axis of each plot.
F+ axis, while evaluating p(γ, F, F+) according to either
Eq. (7) or Eq. (9). On the other hand, p∗(γ, F ) is essen-
tially an abbreviation for p(γ, F, F *+(γ, F )).
The four panels of Fig. 7 show the behaviour of O1
for the FCI model (Fig. 7(a)), the behaviour of O1 for
the S2G model (Fig. 7(b)), the behaviour of O2 for the
FCI model (Fig. 7(c)) and the behaviour of O2 for the
S2G model (Fig. 7(d)). The dependence of either quan-
tity on the µ parameter (for FCI) and on the ν parameter
(for S2G) is translated in terms of the corresponding cor-
relation value C, via Eq. (8) and Eq. (10) respectively.
Note that the two quantities agree in terms of the cor-
relation value for which the transition occurs, for both
the FCI (Fig. 7(a) vs Fig. 7(c)) and the S2G (Fig. 7(b)
vs Fig. 7(d)), for any number of features F . It is clear
that the transition point comes closer to C = 0.0 with
increasing F for both models. Finally, Fig. 7 shows that,
independently of F , the transition point of S2G is located
at lower values of C than that of FCI.
IV. DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN THE TWO
INTERPRETATIONS
This section investigates the signatures of the two
structural scenarios introduced in Sec. III, from a spec-
tral analysis and random matrix perspective, with the
purpose of identifying quantities that can differentiate
between the two underlying hypotheses: feature-feature
correlations vs group structure. To this end, sets of cul-
tural vectors are numerically sampled from the two en-
sembles and similarity matrices are computed, based on
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FIG. 8. Behaviour of subleading eigenvalue (λ2). The fig-
ure shows how λ2 depends on the correlation level C for the
fully-connected Ising (FCI, red, upward triangles) and for the
symmetric two-groups (S2G, blue, downward triangles) mod-
els. For each C value, for each of the two models, an aver-
aging is performed over 80 sets of cultural vectors indepen-
dently sampled from the respective ensemble – the vertical
bar associated to each point shows the interval spanned by
one standard mean error on each side of the mean. The black,
horizontal lines show, for comparison, the mean λ2 expected
based on uniform randomness, along with the width of the
λ2 distribution – one standard deviation on each side – where
the calculations are based on 60 sets of cultural vectors gener-
ated via uniform randomness – these lines do not imply that,
for uniform randomness, the correlation C (which actually
vanishes by construction) can be arbitarily large.
Eq. (1). Since both the FCI and S2G ensembles are such
that the (marginal) feature-level probability distributions
are uniform, restricted randomness (see Sec. II) is equiv-
alent to uniform randomness as a null model (at least
if the number of cultural vectors N is reasonably high)
with respect to which structure is to be evaluated. Thus,
for simplicity, uniform randomness (u-random) is used
as a null model in this section. All comparisons made
here make use of matching the feature-feature coupling
parameter µ of FCI and the group strength parameter ν
of S2G in terms of the correlation level C, as described
in Sec. III C. Moreover, the number of features and the
number of cultural vectors are F = 130 and N = 100 for
all the FCI, S2G and u-random cultural states generated
and used for the figures of this section.
The most obvious quantity that could conceivably dis-
criminate between the FCI and the S2G models is the
subleading eigenvalue λ2, or the extent to which this
goes above the uncertainty range predicted by uniform
randomness. Fig. 8 shows the dependence of λ2 on the
correlation level C for FCI (red) and S2G (blue), while
the horizontal black lines show the u-random uncertainty
range (the mean value and 1 standard deviation on each
side of the mean), as a compact replacement of the dis-
tributions shown in Fig. 2(a), Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) – as
mentioned in the figure caption, these lines are not meant
to give any information about the correlation level of
the u-random null model, nor about realized correlations
based on specific sets of vectors sampled from the ensem-
ble. Surprisingly, λ2 does not distinguish between the
FCI and the S2G models, for any given correlation level
C, since the average λ2 values clearly overlap. At the
same time, λ2 (for both models) does depart significantly
from the null model expectations. This explicitly shows
that empirical structural modes such as those identified
in Sec. II can actually be triggered be feature-feature cor-
relations alone, at least in certain cases (those for which
the simplistic setting behind the FCI and S2G models is
reasonably representative). Thus, empirical eigenvalues
that significantly depart from what is expected based on
the null hypothesis do not automatically indicate groups.
In the light of Sec. III, Fig. 8 also implies that the sub-
leading eigenmodes of matrices produced via FCI have,
on average, the same similarity as those of matrices pro-
duced via S2G, for a given correlation level. This appears
counter-intuitive, since the low-C presence of symmetry
breaking for S2G makes it much easier to identify two,
well separated groups, one for each side of the F+ axis
of Fig. 6. However, a closer inspection of the probabil-
ity distributions in Fig. 6 reveals that FCI is more likely
to produce, even in the absence of symmetry breaking,
cultural vectors that are at one extreme or the other (al-
most fully populated with +1 traits or with −1 traits).
These extremal configurations are much more representa-
tive, or “central”, for the configurations that are possible
on the respective side of the Fu axis. Also note that
the values of C used in Fig. 8 are the same for FCI and
S2G and the same as those used in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10
described below. For each FCI and S2G point in any
of these plots, explicit averaging over the sampled sets
of cultural vectors is only performed with respect to the
quantity associated to the vertical axes. For the correla-
tion level C, associated to the horizontal axes, we simply
use the analytically-computed, ensemble-level value, for
the given parameterization of the model (Eq. (8) and
Eq. (10)).
Sec. C shows, in a manner similar to Fig. 8, the be-
havior of the largest and and third largest eigenvalues –
λ1 and λ3 respectively – for the FCI and S2G models,
in comparison to the u-random null model. The anal-
ysis there makes it clear that the λ1 and λ3 are both
compatible with the null hypothesis. Thus, all or most
of the structural information of cultural states generated
from either the FCI or the S2G model is captured by the
(λ2, v2) eigenpair. Since λ2 cannot discriminate between
the two scenarios, this means that all or most discrimi-
nating power is encoded in the associated eigenvector v2,
which is the focus of the rest of this section.
Based on Sec. III C and in particular on Fig. 6, one
can say that, for the interesting correlation interval where
FCI does not exhibit symmetry breaking while S2G does,
configurations that are on one side of the F+ axis and are
generated with S2G have a much more equal fraction of
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FIG. 9. Behaviour of uniformity H2 associated to subleading
eigenvalue. The figure shows how H2 depends on the corre-
lation level C for the fully-connected Ising (FCI, red) and for
the symmetric two-groups (S2G, blue) models. For each C
value, for each of the two models, an averaging is performed
over 80 sets of cultural vectors independently sampled from
the respective ensemble – the vertical bar associated to each
point shows the interval spanned by one standard mean error
on each side of the mean. The black, horizontal lines show,
for comparison, the mean H2 expected based on uniform ran-
domness, along with the width of the H2 distribution – one
standard deviation on each side – where the calculations are
based on 60 sets of cultural vectors generated via uniform
randomness – these lines do not imply that, for uniform ran-
domness, the correlation C (which actually vanishes by con-
struction) can be arbitarily large.
traits of a certain sign than those generated with FCI.
These S2G configurations should thus have a much more
equal contribution to the structural mode (λ2, v2) than
FCI configurations, so the associated v2 entries should
be much more equal for S2G than for FCI. Given the
symmetric nature of both models, it follows that the ab-
solute values of all the v2 entries should be much more
equal for S2G cultural states than for FCI ones, while, in
either case, the entries associated to cultural vectors on
different sides of the F+ axis would (typically) have dif-
ferent signs. This reasoning suggests that the difference
between FCI and S2G would be captured by a quantity
that evaluates the overal extent of “equality” of the ab-
solute values of the entries of the v2 eigenvector, or, in
other words, the eigenvector “uniformity”. Since these
entries are normalized via
∑N
i=1 |vil |2 = 1 for any eigen-
vector vl, the Shannon entropy is a natural quantity for
evaluating the uniformity. This leads to the definition of
“eigenvector entropy” Hl associated to to the lth highest
eigenvalue λl, as a measure of uniformity:
Hl = −
N∑
i=1
|vil |2 log |vil |2 (14)
where vil is the ith entry of the eigenvector associated to
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FIG. 10. Behavior of subleading uniformity H ′2. The figure
shows how H ′2 depends on the correlation level C for the fully-
connected Ising (FCI, red) and for the symmetric two-groups
(S2G, blue) models. For each C value, for each of the two
models, an averaging is performed over 80 sets of cultural
vectors independently sampled from the respective ensemble
– the vertical bar associated to each point shows the interval
spanned by one standard mean error on each side of the mean.
The black, horizontal lines show, for comparison, the mean
H ′2 expected based on uniform randomness, along with the
width of the H ′2 distribution – one standard deviation on each
side – where the calculations are based on 60 sets of cultural
vectors generated via uniform randomness – these lines do not
imply that, for uniform randomness, the correlation C (which
actually vanishes by construction) can be arbitrarily large.
λl – note that this quantity was also used in Ref. [17],
which cites Ref. [24].
Fig. 9 shows the behavior of the eigenvector entropy
H2 associated to the second highest eigenvalue λ2, in
a format very similar to that of Fig. 8. This confirms
that H2 discriminates well between the two models, with
S2G showing clearly higher H2 values than FCI as long
the correlation level does not come arbitrarily close to
C = 0.0. Moreover, comparing the two profiles with
the u-random one-σ band reveals that the structure of
S2G becomes incompatible with the null-hypothesis for
much lower correlation values than the structure of FCI.
However, for either model, the H2(C) curve does not
show the sudden increase that one would expect based
on the phase transitions described in Sec. III C, in the
manner they are exhibited by the more theoretical O1(C)
and O2(C) curves in Fig. 7.
The smoothness of the H2(C) curves is actually related
to the fact that, for the low-C regime, where λ2 is highly
compatible with the null hypothesis, H2 is typically not
the second highest eigenvector entropy, although it is as-
sociated to the second highest eigenvalue. This suggests
a definition of H ′l as the lth highest eigenvector entropy,
independently of the associated eigenvalue. Fig. 10 is a
modification of Fig. 9, with H ′2 used as a replacement
for H2 for the vertical axis, affecting all the FCI, S2G
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and u-random calculations. Note that, unlike in Fig. 9,
the sudden changes in Fig. 7 are now reflected in Fig. 10.
Moreover, the transition points at F = 130 in Fig. 7 seem
to be well reproduced in Fig. 10, while the FCI and S2G
shapes of the H ′2(C) curves are quite similar to those
of O2(C), which are related to the height of the prob-
ability distribution peaks. Finally for higher C values,
each H ′2(C) curve in Fig. 10 is almost identical to the
associated H2(C) in Fig. 9, so strong structure makes
it very likely that the eigenvector of the second highest
eigenvalue has the second highest entropy, and H ′2 is ef-
fectively equivalent to H2.
The considerations above strongly suggest that a sig-
nificant departure of the eigenvector entropy from the
null model expectation is a good indication that the
eigenvector encodes information about a group or a
grouping tendency. In the simplistic (binary, marginally-
uniform) setting of the FCI and S2G models, one could
define the presence of groups in a theoretical, a priori way
via the presence of maxima (and symmetry breaking) in
the probability distribution over the F+ axis: when max-
ima are present, most vectors sampled from the distribu-
tion can be unambiguously recognized as belonging to
one of the two groups, based on their F+ value. Un-
der this interpretation, within the interesting C inteval
for which S2G exhibits groups and FCI does not, the
eigenvector entropy and its departure from randomness
expectations is crucial for deciding, in a a-posteriori way,
whether groups are present or not.
V. REVISITING THE EMPIRICAL DATA
The findings of Sec. IV point out the importance of the
eigenvector entropy, in addition to the eigenvalue, for de-
ciding whether a structural mode qualifies as an authen-
tic group mode or not. Thus, the two quantities should
be used together for a second, more detailed inspection
of the empirical data in Sec. II. This is the purpose of
the current section. The empirical similarity matrices
are computed based on the same three sets of N = 100
cultural vectors used in Sec. II, constructed from Eu-
robarometer (EBM), General Social Survey (GSS) and
Jester (JS) data.
Fig. 11 shows a scatter of the empirical eigenpairs of
the EBM matrix, where the horizontal axis is associated
to the eigenvalue λ, while the vertical axis is associated
to the eigenvector entropy H. The global mode eigenpair
is highlighted by the inset. In the main plot, the vertical
lines show the average and the 1-σ band of what one may
expect for the subleading eigenvalue λ2, based on the r-
random null model, which reproduces, on average, the
empirical trait frequencies (see Sec. II). In the inset, the
vertical lines show the same type of information for the
leading eigenvalue λ1. The horizontal lines in the main
plot and the inset show the average and the 1-σ band
of what one may expect for, respectively, the subleading
entropy H ′2 and the leading entropy H
′
1, based on the r-
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FIG. 11. Eigenvalues and eigenvector entropies for empiri-
cal data. Every point corresponds to an empirical eigenpair,
with the eigenvalue λ shown along the horizontal axis and the
eigenvector entropy H shown along the vertical axis. The in-
set focuses on the leading eigenvalue, which also corresponds
to the highest eigenvector entropy. The vertical lines in the
main plot and in the inset show, respectively, the widths (one-
standard deviation on each side of the mean) of the sublead-
ing and leading eigenvalue distributions, based on restricted
randomness. The horizontal lines in the main plot and in
the inset show, respectively, the widths (one-standard devi-
ation on each side of the mean) of the second highest and
highest eigenvector entropy distributions, based on restricted
randomness. The vertical lines are not intended to provide
any information about the eigenvector entropies associated
to the respective eigenvalues, while the horizontal lines are
not intended to provide any information about the eigenval-
ues associated to the respective eigenvector entropies. The
figure is based on the same, Eurobarometer (EBM) data with
N = 100 cultural vectors used in Figs. 1, 2 and 3.
random null model. Note that, as anticipated in Sec. IV,
the subleading entropy is usually not associated to the
subleading eigenvalue, while the leading entropy appears
to always be associated to the leading eigenvalue.
The four structural modes identified based on Fig. 2(a)
are also visible in the main plot of Fig. 11, to the right of
the vertical r-random band. Importantly, all their eigen-
vector entropies are below the horizontal r-random band,
suggesting that neither of them qualifies as a group mode.
Actually, all the bulk EBM eigenpairs are also below the
r-random band, and thus compatible with the null hy-
pothesis in terms of the uniformity of eigenvector entries.
Also note that the leading eigenvector entropy is signifi-
cantly smaller than what the null model predicts, but this
difference is much smaller than the difference between the
leading eigenvector entropy and the subleading one. This
means that the contributions of different cultural vectors
to the global mode are less equal than expected based on
randomness, but much more equal than the contributions
to any of the structural modes.
The analysis in Fig. 11 is also applied to the other
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FIG. 12. Eigenvalues and eigenvector entropies in other empirical datasets. Fig. (a) is based on the General Social Survey (GSS)
data with N = 100 cultural vectors used for Fig. 12(a), while Fig. (b) is based on the Jester (JS) data with N = 100 cultural
vectors used in Fis. 12(b). In each plot, every point corresponds to an empirical eigenpair, with the eigenvalue λ shown along the
horizontal axis and the eigenvector entropy H shown along the vertical axis. Each inset focuses on the leading eigenvalue, which
also corresponds to the highest eigenvector entropy. The vertical lines in each main plot and in each inset show, respectively,
the widths (one-standard deviation on each side of the mean) of the subleading and leading eigenvalue distributions, based on
restricted randomness. The horizontal lines in each main plot and in each inset show, respectively, the widths (one-standard
deviation on each side of the mean) of the second highest and highest eigenvector entropy distributions, based on restricted
randomness. The vertical lines are not intended to provide any information about the eigenvector entropies associated to the
respective eigenvalues, while the horizontal lines are not intended to provide any information about the eigenvalues associated
to the respective eigenvector entropies.
datasets and the results are presented in Fig. 12,
with Fig. 12(a) showing the results for GSS data and
Fig. 12(b) showing the results for JS data. In both cases,
the results are similar to those of EBM data: the struc-
tural modes do not show a higher eigenvector uniformity
than what is expected based on the null model, nor do
any of the smaller-λ modes, while the eigenvector unifor-
mity of the global mode is smaller than what is expected
based on the null model, but much higher than what
is expected or realized for the structural modes and the
random modes. In the light of Sec. III and Sec. IV, these
results suggests that structural modes of empirical matri-
ces of cultural similarity are not due to authentic group
structure, but to correlations between cultural features
originating in arbitrary similarities between the questions
or items composing the dataset. However, as discussed in
Sec. VI, such a conclusion would be premature, implicitly
relying on assumptions about cultural groups that might
be too strong.
VI. DISCUSSION
This was the first study where empirical matrices of
cultural similarity between individuals were analyzed
from a random matrix perspective, allowing for a sep-
aration of structurally irrelevant eigenmodes from the
structurally relevant ones. The statistical significance of
the latter, here referred to as “structural modes”, was
demonstrated in Sec. II, using a detailed numerical ap-
proach of explicitly sampling configurations from three
null models. Among these three, the “restricted ran-
domness” model, first proposed here, was concluded to
be the most appropriate for later use. Restricted ran-
domness enforces, in a flexible way, the non-uniformity
inherent in each cultural feature, as this is assumed to
be mostly a consequence of experimental design rather
than a consequence of system-specific structure. As a
consequence, this null model reproduces well the leading
eigenvalue of the empirical matrix, which is interpreted as
the “global mode”. By using this null model, meaningful
empirical structure is implicitly defined via the inhomo-
geneities present in the cultural space distribution [7, 8]
that cannot be expressed in terms of the feature-level
inhomogeneities.
A central question for the rest of the study was whether
the structural modes identified in Sec. II are just signa-
tures of correlations between cultural features or, more
interestingly, signatures of cultural groups. The former
hypothesis goes along with the idea that some of the
items in the questionnaire are similar to each other. The
latter hypothesis goes along with the idea of coexistence,
within the geographical region from which the empirical
data was obtained, of several types of individuals, where
each type could correspond, for instance, to a certain
political affiliations, assuming that each affiliation comes
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a long with a certain set of values, opinions or beliefs.
Even more interesting is the possibility that structural
modes correspond to groups that form around cultural
prototypes [6, 8] associated to a small number of univer-
sal “rationalities” or “ways of life” [20]. This hypothe-
sis has been shown to be compatible with some generic
structural properties of culture, provided that prototype
mixing is in place [8].
We approached this question by designing, in the sim-
plest possible setting, two probabilistic toy models that
implement the “correlations” scenario and the “groups”
scenario (see Sec. III) named “FCI” (Sec. III A) and
“S2G” (Sec. III B) respectively. These models and the
associated scenarios are not mutually exclusive: the pres-
ence of groups does induce correlations, while correla-
tions, if strong enough, can also induce an “impression”
of groups. However, the FCI model is conceived such
that only feature-feature couplings are enforced in a man-
ner that does not introduce any unintended assumption,
by means of a maximum-entropy approach [18]. This is
meant to “simulate” an overal level of pairwise similarity
between the questions of a hypothetical survey, assum-
ing that the hypothetical system from which the answers
are obtained is otherwise maximally random. Moreover,
there is a non-vanishing correlation interval for which
(under a certain, meaningful projection) the S2G model
has a bimodal probability distribution (Sec. III C), while
the FCI model has a unimodal distribution. One can say
that, for this interval, the group structure of S2G is man-
ifested, while the feature-feature couplings of FCI do not
yet create the impression of groups. The boundaries of
this inteval are well defined, via the symmetry breaking
phase transition of S2G on the low-correlation side and
the one of FCI on the high-correlation side.
This correlation region is exploited (Sec. IV) for un-
derstanding how the presence or absence of groups be-
comes visible via spectral analysis. In both cases, there is
one eigenvalue that becomes increasingly separated from
the random bulk when increasing the level of correla-
tions between features. However, this increasing trend is,
up to statistical errors arising from finite sampling, ex-
actly the same for the FCI and S2G models, even for the
above-mentioned correlation region. This suggests that
the presence of deviating eigenvalues in empirical data
is not a certain signature of group structure. The dif-
ference between the two scenarios becomes visible if one
calculates the uniformities of the eigenvectors by means
of “eigenvector entropy” (inspired by Ref. [17], where it is
called “information entropy”). There is one eigenvector
uniformity that, for an increasing level of correlations,
becomes increasingly separated from the random bulk.
This increasing trend is significantly different for the two
models, while starting in an abrupt way and replicat-
ing well, for each model, the phase transition expected
on theoretical grounds. Thus, for the interesting corre-
lation region, S2G shows a deviating eigenvector unifor-
mity, while FCI does not. This suggests that empirical
eigenmodes corresponding to authentic groups should ex-
hibit not only an eigenvalue that is significantly higher
than the null model expectation, but also an eigenvec-
tor uniformity that is significantly higher than the null
model expectation.
This motivated a more detailed investigation of em-
pirical data in Sec. V, which showed that all empirical
eigenvalues that are significantly higher than what can
be expected based on restricted randomness are associ-
ated to eigenvector uniformities that are not significantly
higher than what can be expected based on the same null
model. This suggests that empirical deviating eigenval-
ues are signatures of correlations and not of group struc-
ture, since such correlations are known to be present,
although to different extents and differently distributed
in different datasets [7]. One may even be tempted to re-
ject the “cultural prototypes” hypothesis previously used
in Refs. [6, 8]. However, Ref. [8] clearly showed that this
hypothesis is structurally compatible with empirical data
only when prototype “mixing” is enforced, which means
that the cultural vectors associated to different individ-
uals are random combinations of the prototype vectors,
although each vector is most often dominated by one of
the prototypes. Since the S2G model used here to sim-
ulate group structure does not incorporate mixing, it is
possible that group structure resulting from a “mixed
prototypes” scenario is different enough to not exhibit
eigenvector uniformities which are higher than expected
based on the the null hypothesis.
Actually, the implementation of the “Mixed Prototype
Generation” procedure of Ref. [8] is able to generate,
for many parameter choices, vectors that are arbitrar-
ily similar to one of the prototypes, as well as vectors
that are balanced combinations of the prototypes. If a
modified S2G model incorporating such a mixing would
be formulated, this would very likely be able to induce, in
the language of Fig. 6, probability distributions that are
wider than those of S2G, showing weaker decays when ap-
proaching the F+ = 0 and the F+ = F endpoints, while
still different than those of FCI, for a given correlation
level. These distributions might not even show a double-
peak structure, and would likely preserve their shapes in
the limit of F →∞ – assuming that the [0, F ] interval is
mapped to another interval of a constant length when F
increases – while the peaks of the S2G distributions be-
come sharper with increasing F , due to the central limit
theorem. It appears likely that cultural states sampled
from such “mixed-S2G” distributions would only exhibit
a subleading eigenvector uniformity that significantly de-
viates from null model expectations for correlation levels
that are higher than those required by FCI: below that
level, the vectors composing each of the two “groups”
would have highly different levels of “centrality” within
the group, leading to non-equal entries in the eigenvec-
tor capturing most of the structure. Certainly, such a
mixed-S2G would come with a rather different meaning
of “groups” and of “group structure” than that implicit
in S2G and recognizable via eigenvector uniformity. One
would also need to find a new, eigenvector-dependent
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quantity that is sensitive to this different type of group
structure and that can be also used for empirical data.
Such considerations are left for future research.
The fact that this study used multidimensional socio-
logical data, while heavily relying on eigenvalue decom-
position, may raise the question of how the approach
here is different from traditional social science research
using principal component analysis [25]. Although prin-
cipal component analysis is mathematically equivalent to
eigenvalue decomposition, in a social science context, the
former most often implies a decomposition of the matrix
of covariances or correlations between the variables, while
this study focuses on the matrix of similarities between
individuals. This actually makes the approach here con-
ceptually more similar to clustering methods [26], which
aim at identifying group structure, while providing an op-
timal clustering of the given set of individuals. However,
these methods do not attempt to decompose the similar-
ity matrix and remove the irrelevant eigenmodes. In fact,
following the approach of Ref. [14], the sum of the sim-
ilarity matrix contributions associated to the structural
modes identified here can be interpreted as a modified
modularity matrix, which could provide a new method
for clustering individuals via modularity maximization.
Since this automatically eliminates the noise components
and the common trend encoded in the global mode, such
a method might be able to disentangle clusters that are
not recognized by previous approaches. However, such
a method might also be sensitive to false positive clus-
ter splittings, due to structural modes possibly being ar-
tifacts of feature-feature correlations, as shown in this
study (at this point, it is not clear whether this is also
a problem for the method in Ref. [14], intended for ma-
trices of correlations between time series). These aspects
are also left for future research.
VII. CONCLUSION
This study examined cultural structure from a new an-
gle, relying on certain notions from random matrix the-
ory. This provided a filtering procedure for matrices of
cultural similarity between individuals, which eliminates,
in a statistically rigorous way, the structurally-irrelevant
components. Much effort was dedicated to the inter-
pretation of the remaining, structurally-relevant compo-
nents. Two possible interpretations were formulated and
quantitatively examined. On one hand, structural com-
ponents may be a consequence of overlaps between cul-
tural variables, mainly encoding information about the
experimental setup. On the other hand, they may be a
consequence of a modular organization of culture, thus
encoding information about cultural groups. The anal-
ysis here favored the former scenario, but this may be
a consequence of the latter scenario having been formal-
ized in a manner that is too restrictive. More work is
needed for entirely rejecting or accepting the possibility
that culture has a modular structure.
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Appendix A: The fully-connected Ising (FCI) model
This section gives the details behind the mathemati-
cal expressions in Sec. III A, which introduced the fully-
connected Ising model. Deriving the probability distri-
bution p associated to this model follows the maximum-
entropy approach introduced by Ref. [18]. This crucially
relies on the Shannon entropy, which is a functional of
the probability distribution:
H[p] = −
∑
~S
p~S log p~S , (A1)
where ~S denotes a generic spin configuration with F spins
on a fully-connected lattice, or a generic cultural vector
with F binary cultural features whose possible traits are
marked as “−1” and “+1”. The value of the functional
H is maximized subject to two constraints, one related
to the normalization of the probability distribution over
the set of possible configurations:∑
~S
p~S = 1, (A2)
the other related to enforcing, on average, a certain
amount K of misalignment:∑
a<b
∑
~S
SaSbp~S = K, (A3)
namely the average number of pairs of opposite traits
within a given configuration ~S, where the first summa-
tion is over all distinct pairs of distinct features (or lat-
tice sites). The maximization is done using the Lagrange
multipliers technique for Eqs. (A1), (A2), (A3), which
implies that one should find the extrema of the following
functional:
L[p] = H[p]− λ0
∑
~S
p~S − 1

− λ
∑
a<b
∑
~S
SaSbp~S −K
 , (A4)
where λ0 and λ are free parameters associated to the two
constraints. By taking partial derivatives of Eq. (A4)
with respect to each p~S and further manipulations, one
finds the following probability distribution:
p~S =
1
Z(−λ) exp
[
−λ
∑
a<b
SaSb
]
, (A5)
where Z(−λ) is a normalization factor, known in statis-
tical physics as the “partition function”:
Z(−λ) =
∑
~S
exp
[
−λ
∑
a<b
SaSb
]
, (A6)
where one can replace the coupling parameter −λ with
µ > 0 (whose positive value favors alignment as opposed
to anti-alignment, which corresponds to ferromagnetism)
and re-express the sum over configurations ~S as a se-
quence of sums over the possible traits of each feature
Sk, leading to:
Z(µ) =
F∏
k=1
( ∑
Sk=±1
)
exp
[
µ
F−1∑
a=1
F∑
b=a+1
SaSb
]
. (A7)
In the exponent of this expression, there are F (F − 1)/2
terms, out of which F+(F − F+) are equal to −1, while
the other are equal to +1. Based on this, after further
manipulations and after taking advantage of symmetries,
the partition function can be expressed as as:
Z(µ) =
F∑
F+=0
F !
F+!(F − F+)! exp
[µ
2
(
(2F+ − F )2 − F
)]
, (A8)
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where the combinatorial factor (binomial coefficient) be-
fore the exponential function counts the number of con-
figurations with the same number F+ of +1 traits (the
density of states). In a way rather analogous to the par-
tition function, the double summation in the exponent
of Eq. (A5) can also be eliminated. After multiplication
with the density of states, this leads to Eq. (7), which
gives the probability of having a configuration with F+
spins up.
On the other hand, using Eq. (A6), Eq. (A3) can be
written as:
K = −∂(log(Z(−λ)))
∂λ
=
∂(log(Z(µ)))
∂µ
, (A9)
while the correlation between features/spins a and b is:
Cab =
〈SaSb〉 − 〈Sa〉〈Sb〉√〈S2a〉 − 〈Sa〉2√〈S2b 〉 − 〈Sb〉2 , (A10)
where 〈Q〉 = ∑~S Q~Sp~S is the expected value of quantity
Q with respect to the statistical ensemble. However, one
can easily show, using Eq. (A8) that 〈S2a〉 = 1 and that
〈Sa〉 = 〈Sb〉 = 0, so Cab = 〈SaSb〉 =
∑
~S SaSbp~S , which
combined with Eq. (A3) leads to
∑
a<b Cab = K. But due
to symmetry, the expected correlation Cab is the same for
all pairs (a, b), so:
Cab = C(µ, F ) =
2
F (F − 1)K =
=
2
F (F − 1)
∂(log(Z(µ)))
∂µ
, (A11)
for any pair (a, b), which can also be written in the form
shown by Eq. (8) – Eq. (A9) was used for the last trans-
formation in Eq. (A11).
One should expect that C(0.0) = 0.0 (null correlations
for null coupling), which based on Eq. (8), implies that
the following identity holds:
F∑
F+=0
(F − 2)! ((2F+ − F )2 − F )
F+!(F − F+)! = 0, (A12)
which, after substitution of F+ with k and of F with N
and some further manipulations leads to the following
combinatorial identity:
N∑
k=0
(
N
k
)(
(2k −N)2 −N) = 0 (A13)
which can be shown to hold using the expressions for the
binomial expansion and for the first and second moments
of a binomial distribution with the probability parameter
set to 0.5.
Appendix B: The symmetric two-groups (S2G)
model
This section provides the mathematical derivations of
the important mathematical formulas related to the sym-
metric two-group model, introduced in Sec. III B. The
derivations are based on the model description there.
First, we proove Eq. (9). On one hand, the probability
that a cultural vector meant to be part of group +1 is
assigned to a configuration with F+ traits +1 is:
p++(ν, F, F+) =
F !
F+!(F − F+)! (1−2ν)
F+(2ν)F−F+ , (B1)
which is a binomial distribution with probability 1 − 2ν
for the +1 possibility and 2ν for the −1 possibility .
On the other hand, the probability that a configuration
meant to be part of group −1 has F+ traits +1 is:
p−+(ν, F, F+) =
F !
F+!(F − F+)! (2ν)
F+(1−2ν)F−F+ , (B2)
which is the same binomial distribution, but with in-
verted probabilities. Since the two groups are by con-
struction equally likely, the combined probability of all
configurations with F+ traits +1 is:
p(ν, F, F+) =
1
2
p++(ν, F, F+) +
1
2
p−+(ν, F, F+). (B3)
Inserting Eq. (B1) and Eq. (B2) in Eq. (B3) leads to
Eq. (9).
Second, we proove Eq. (10). The correlation coeffi-
cient of any two features a and b is given by Eq. (A10),
which, for symmetry reasons similar to the case of the
FCI model, simplifies to:
Cab(ν) =
∑
~S
SaSbp~S(ν) = C(ν). (B4)
Moreover, the probability attached to any configuration
~S can be written as:
p~S(ν) =
1
2
(
p−~S (ν) + p
+
~S
(ν)
)
, (B5)
where p−~S (ν) and p
+
~S
(ν) are the probabilities of configura-
tion ~S, conditional on whether it is generated for group
−1 or for group +1 respectively. In turn, these probabil-
ities can be factorized in terms of feature-level probabil-
ities of traits:
p−~S (ν) =
F∏
a=1
p−Sa(ν), p
+
~S
(ν) =
F∏
a=1
p+Sa(ν), (B6)
because once the group is chosen, each trait Sa (with
possible values−1 and +1) is chosen independently at the
level of the respective feature a. By inserting Eq. (B6)
in Eq. (B5) and the result in Eq. (B4), by carrying out
appropriate algebraic manipulations, while making use
of the fact that
∑
~S =
∏F
a=1(
∑
Sa
) and of the fact that
p
−/+
Sa=−1(ν) + p
−/+
Sa=+1
(ν) = 1.0, one obtains:
C(ν) =
1
2
[
p−−−(ν)− p−−+(ν)− p−+−(ν) + p−++(ν)
]
+
+
1
2
[
p+−−(ν)− p+−+(ν)− p++−(ν) + p+++(ν)
]
, (B7)
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FIG. 13. Behaviour of largest and third-largest eigenvalues λ1 and λ3. The figure shows how λ1 (a) and λ3 (b) depend on
the correlation level C for the fully-connected Ising (FCI, red, upward triangles) and for the symmetric two-groups (S2G, blue,
downward triangles) models. For each C value, for each of the two models, an averaging is performed over 80 sets of cultural
vectors independently sampled from the respective ensemble – the vertical bar associated to each point shows the interval
spanned by one standard mean error on each side of the mean. The black, horizontal lines show, for comparison, the mean
λ1 (a) and mean λ3 (b) based on uniform randomness, along with the width of the λ1 and the λ3 distributions – one standard
deviation on each side – where the calculations are based on 60 sets of cultural vectors generated via uniform randomness –
these lines do not imply that, for uniform randomness, the correlation C (which actually vanishes by construction) can be
arbitrarily large.
where, for instance, p−−+(ν) is the probability that trait
−1 is chosen for one of the features and that trait +1
is chosen for the other feature, conditional on the given
configuration being generated for group −1. Based on
the model description in Sec. III B, one can see that:
p−−−(ν) = p
+
++(ν) = (1− 2ν)2, (B8)
p−++(ν) = p
+
−−(ν) = (2ν)
2, (B9)
p−−+(ν) = p
+
+−(ν) = (1− 2ν)(2ν), (B10)
p−+−(ν) = p
+
−+(ν) = (2ν)(1− 2ν). (B11)
By plugging these in Eq. (B7), after simple algebraic ma-
nipulations, one obtains Eq. 10.
Appendix C: The structure of the FCI and S2G
models
This section shows that the structure implicit in cul-
tural states generated with either the FCI or the S2G
model is captured by only one eigenpair of the similar-
ity matrix, so that there is at most one structural mode.
Specifically, as the correlation level is increased for the
FCI and the S2G models, there is only one eigenvalue
– the subdominant eigenvalue λ2 – that becomes sepa-
rated from the random bulk, while becoming significantly
larger than the upper boundary of the bulk that is ex-
pected based on uniform randomness. The behavior of λ2
has already been presented in Fig. 8. The results shown
here, via Fig. 13, are complementary to those shown in
Fig. 8, which uses the same format, while focusing on the
behavior of λ1 in Fig. 13(a) and on the behavior of λ3 in
Fig. 13(b). Note that λ1, associated to the global mode,
remains statistically compatible with the null model as
the level of correlation is increased, for both FCI and
S2G. On the other hand, λ3 decreases, while becoming,
for large enough C, significantly smaller than the upper
boundary of the bulk predicted by uniform randomness.
All this shows that the structure FCI and S2G is mostly
captured by the eigenpair of λ2, which becomes increas-
ingly stronger as the correlation level increases. This ap-
pears to be a consequence of the fact that each model is
controlled by one parameter, while all the non-uniformity
of the associate probability distribution is captured by
one dimension, namely the F+ axis of Fig. 6.
